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Welcome to the UNE Law School – like you I am very new to UNE and 

Armidale, as was only appointed in January 2019 to the role of Head of 

the School of Law.  Over 30 years ago, I studied law and accounting/

economics in the UK and worked in corporate law. By chance, I 

bumped into a young Australian lady (in a pub called the Princess 

Louise – the youngest daughter of Queen Victoria) and my life was 

changed for ever!  I came to Australia in 1988 to work as a lawyer with 

AMP and was asked to do some part time teaching at UTS.  I ended up 

being a Professor of Corporate Law until I moved as Dean of Law in 

2007 at Western Sydney University. 

During my academic career, I have always consulted with law 

firms and corporations and still have a consulting role at Coleman 

Greig Lawyers in Parramatta. I teach, write and present regularly 

on corporate law and governance issues, as well as enjoy being a 

media commentator. Last week I was in the Armidale Express and 

‘Farmersonline’) for the agricultural reforms out of the Hayne’s Royal 

Commission. I have published 12 books, 36 chapters, 108 articles and 

presented at 270 conferences/seminars – but who’s counting?

I loved law school, as it opened my eyes to a new way of thinking 

and made some special friends. In my third year, I fell in love 

with Salomon v Salomon Ltd. This is the basis of corporate 

law and thus I knew what I wanted to do. I also loved making 

complex concepts simple and was honoured in 2000 as the 

recipient of the Australian University Teacher of the Year in “Law 

and Legal Studies”. I have a daughter who is a practising lawyer 

in Sydney and a daughter that is a radiation therapist at Royal 

North Shore Hospital – I love their strengths and diversity.

If you have any issues, please reach out to the Law School 

team, we are here to help you grow your potential – do not sit in 

silence – ask for help.

M I C H A E L  A D A M S

Welcome
Head of Law



Welcome to the UNE School of Law 1st years! 

The UNE Law Students’ Society (UNELSS) has become an 

integral part of the school over recent years and I look forward 

to introducing you all to the range of benefits we offer to 

complement your studies. 

After 2 dedicated years in other positions on the executive, I’m 

excited to be the President this year and continue the work that 

has been done by those before me. I’m also very excited to be 

working with an incredible executive team (which you can get 

involved with from your very first year if you want to – just ask 

us how)! 

The executive has been working had to reform our competitions 

program to ensure you get the best chance at finding out what 

you want to do post-law degree, as well as working on a long-

term plan, that is going to benefit not only your skill set, but your 

degree! We have also been busy planning a great social calendar 

for you that can supplement your academic skills by building 

your social skills, because we all know that networking is the 

biggest skill a law student can get. We have many events to fill 

the gaps in your year so make sure you are constantly checking 

our Facebook page (UNE Law Students’ Society). 

Our focus this year is not only on you - the student and what we 

can do for you, but being proactive and offering you what you 

need before you realise you need it. We want to offer our students 

everything that you will want from your degree, whether it’s 

social, sporting, academic, or looking ahead to your careers, we 

want to help you get there.

So sign up and join the UNELSS now! 

I look forward to seeing you all throughout the year!

Sophie Precians

Welcome
F R O M  P R E S I D E N T 

 S O P H I E  P R E C I A N S



Membership

Membership is open to all students studying law at the University 

of New England. Membership costs $15 for the life of your degree 

and offers various benefits including: discounted event tickets, 

merchandise deals, communications and updates, eligibility for 

academic competitions, and access to LSS facilities on-campus.  

Membershiapplications are facilitated using the UNE Clubs & 

Societies UniOne platform:  https://unione.unelife.com.au/Clubs/

lss. 

The LSS Office 

The LSS Office operates as a common room for members, located 

in the W39 section of the EBL Building (just follow the signs!). 

Members have access to boiling water, a microwave, cheap snacks 

and drinks for purchase, and super comfy couches.

Contact Methods  

The LSS is a student society that exists solely for the benefit of its 

members! If you have any enquiries, concerns or suggestions do 

not hesitate to contact the Executive Team through the Facebook 

Group or the Society’s email.

Facebook Group: UNELawStudentsSociety

Email: lsociety@une.edu.au

After a brief hiatus, the UNE Law Students Society (LSS) was 

re-established in 2010 by a number of enthusiastic law students, 

determined to broaden their student experience while studying at 

UNE. Since then the LSS has been building on these foundations 

to develop a society that serves its members. 

To this end, the LSS hosts academic, cultural, and social events 

throughout the academic year to supplement students’ legal 

education. Furthermore, the LSS hopes to inform its members, 

advocate for the interests of all UNE law students, and encourages 

the enrichment of the student experience of on-campus and 

online alike. The LSS has a strong and interactive relationship 

with the UNE School of Law, enabling it to act as a conduit between 

staff, the school and the student body. 

About 
UNELSS



Sophie Precians
President

Morgan Robins
VP Social

Danielle Archer
VP External

Meet the LSS

Year: 3

Degree: Bachelor of law/ bachelor of 

criminology 

Hometown: Nambucca Heads 

Worst haircut: a few weeks before my first year 

at uni started I was at the bello markets and 

there was a hairdresser. I decided to get a small 

trim, I walked in with hair half way down my 

back and walk out with hair just longer than my 

ears that was so choppy it looked like a 3 year 

old with safety scissors hacked it. I wore my hair 

up for my entire first year.

Year: 6th year 

Degree: Arts/Law 

Hometown: Maitland, NSW

What is the best piece of advice you’ve 

received: I get given lots of advice, but I’m 

that meme where my friends give me the 

advice and I ignore it and do the stupid thing 

anyway

Year: 8 years part time studying

Degree: Bachelor of laws

Hometown: Cranbourne VIC

Who was your childhood celebrity crush: 

Tom Hardy and Scarlett Johansson

Kip Werren
School Liason 

LLB Course Coordinator and School Liaison with the LSS . The LLB Course Coordinator 

is responsible for making various decisions relating to law courses such as advance 

standing, permission to enrol elsewhere, and waiver of prerequisites.

How many years at UNE: Too many

Hometown: Moree

Which decade do you love the most and why: 80s. The decade that witnessed the best 

performances by Australian rock bands: eg Divinyls, Beasts of Bourbon, Cold Chisel, The 

Angels, The Radiators, Hoodoo Gurus, Rose Tattoo.



Corey Tibbs
Treasurer/Marketing Officer

 

Year: 5th

Degree: Business and Law 

Hometown: Tamworth 

Karaoke song: Cocoon - Catfish and the 

Bottlemen

Jonathon Moase
Competitions 

Representative

Year: 5th Year

Degree: Economics/Laws

Hometown: Woolgoolga, NSW

What was your least favourite food as 

a child (and do you still hate it): Boiled 

Brussel Sprouts, I like them much better 

roasted!

Sarah-Jane Bowers
Social-Justice and 

Equity
Year: 6 years 

Degree: Bachelor of Criminology/Bachelor of 

Laws

Hometown: Forster, NSW

What would your baseball walkout song be 

(the song that plays when you enter the field): 

Monster - Imagine Dragons 

Annabelle Muddle
Publications Officer

Year: 2nd year

Degree: Laws

Hometown: Brisbane, QLD

What fictional world or place would you 

like to visit: Atlantis

Morgan Papas
Secretary

Year: 2nd year 

Degree: Bachelor of criminology/

Bachelor of laws

Hometown: Broken Hill 

If you had to delete all but 3 apps from 

your phone, which ones would you keep: 

Snapchat, Instagram, Spotify

Sean Guerin
Sponsorship Officer

Year: 5th year

Degree: Bachelor of Business/Bachelor 

of Laws

Hometown: Forster

You have your own late night talk show, 

who is your first guest: Robert de Niro



“Michelle is a lecturer in the School of Law.  She has a law 

degree from Swansea University and a Masters in Medical 

Law from Cardiff University. Michelle is a PhD candidate at 

the University of Sydney and has been a doctoral exchange 

student at Harvard Law School. She has taught at UNE for 9 

years and has no idea where that time has gone! Michelle’s 

guilty pleasure is the tv show Neighbours.”

Meet the First Year
Staff of UNE
Mr Paul Akon        LAW157

Ms Marcelle Burns        LAW164

Dr Ying Chen                        LAW100 

Dr Monique Cormier      LAW161 

Ms Michelle de Souza   LAW161 

Ms Michelle Edgely        LAW161

Dr Stephen Norris          LAW101

Nola has ‘parallel careers’ in different fields so my 

undergrad and postgrad studies have also been across 

different disciplines, and in different countries. Nola 

worked in both the private and public sectors in Hong Kong 

and Australia, and in all levels of education - secondary, 

vocational, tertiary – so providing academic and holistic 

support for transitioning students commencing tertiary 

studies in Law is important to me.

Favourite decade – ‘the 70s’. Why? The time of most 

changes for me and starting my first (of many) career as a 

high school teacher - and the music was/is great!

Ms Aileen Kennedy    LAW171

Dr Karen Lee                   LAW171  

Dr Ciprian Radavoi    LAW101

Dr Kip Werren                 LAW281

Dr Patrick Graham      LAW101

Jennifer Greaney         LAW 100

Nola Holmes                   First Year Advisor

Dr Stephen Norris has a background in philosophy and a passion for 

Jurisprudence.  He has been a part of the UNE law teaching team since 

2013.  His embarrassing fact is that as a teenager, the film ‘Rocky’ was his 

favourite documentary ..”



Monique Cormier joined UNE in mid-2017 and I teach Criminal 

Law and Interviewing for Advocacy and coordinate the PhD 

program. She did her LLB(Hons) at Adelaide University, 

LLM at Columbia University in New York, and PhD at 

Melbourne University. Her research areas are jurisdiction in 

international criminal law and legal issues relating to nuclear 

disarmament and deterrence. Herworst job experience would 

have happened when she worked as a retail assistant at Myer 

when she was 19. On her very first day on the job she was put 

in the Toy department by herself during a pre-Christmas toy 

sale – it was chaos. She very nearly quit after one day, but 

luckily got transferred to a different department and happily 

remained working at Myer throughout uni.

Dr Ciprian Radavoi has been teaching legal matters at university level in 

China and Australia for 7 years now, after a career in foreign affairs (consular 

assignments in Egypt and Thailand) and human rights litigation (taking to the 

European Court of Human Rights cases of denial of fair trial in Romania). In 

Law in Context we will critically assess how the rule of law ideal works in 

practice; that is, how law leads – or fails to lead – to social change in contexts 

like power, gender, race, or globalisation. At the same time, Law in Context is 

a wonderful opportunity to gain some foundational understanding of several 

substantive units you will meet in the law curriculum, like criminal law, torts, 

or family law.

Dr Ying Chen holds a Doctor of Juridical Science (SJD) degree 

and a Master of Laws (LLM) degree from Indiana University 

Robert H. McKinney School of Law in United States and a 

Bachelor of Laws (LLB) degree from Yantai University School 

of Law in China. She joined UNE Law School in 2015. In 2019, 

Dr Chen will coordinate LAW100, LLM533, and OSSE300/500 

(China Study Program). 

Guilty pleasure: Dr Chen loves travelling. Her favourite thing 

to do while travelling (especially overseas) is food tasting 

(street foods in particular!). Dr Chen believes sparkling 

wine + ice cream (several scoops at least) = 0 calorie +100% 

happiness.

Jennifer Greaney has been with the UNE Law School for over 20 years first 

as an undergraduate student in a BA/LLB and subsequently as an academic 

member of staff. She completed an LLM at Sydney University and has over 

13 years’ experience coordinating and teaching LAW100.  She is passionate 

about providing the best teaching and learning experiences for beginning law 

students. 

Her other passions are energy healing work, crystals, weight training and 

dancing, and she confesses to the guilty pleasure of adoring the Lady Gaga 

“Born this Way” video!
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ns Each year the LSS works hard to provide a variety of events 

and activities for the enjoyment and benefit of members. This 

year we are excited to also re-establish our Social Justice & 

Equity portfolio, with our Social Justice & Equity officer having 

planned three events to bring awareness to the portfolio: an 

‘Local Legal Community Meet & Greet Evening’, a charity Trivia 

Night and a ‘Symposium Gala Dinner’.

Each LSS Event throughout the year has a different focus. 

Meet and Greet BBQs will give you the chance to interact with 

fellow law students in a social setting. The Annual ‘Called to 

the Bar Evening’ and the 2019 Law Ball offers the opportunity 

to develop your professional networking skills, being a semi-

formal event that is attended by students, lecturers, and legal 

professionals. The Annual Careers Week is the largest event 

on the LSS calendar. Careers Week provides an outstanding 

timetable of speakers and seminars to give insights into 

potential career avenues. The LSS also hopes to host other 

social events such as movie nights, social sports, and pub 

nights (dependent on sufficient interest). 

Academic Competitions run by the LSS provide members 

with the chance to develop analytical skills and professional 

writing abilities. During 2019, an academic competition will be 

run each Trimester. Keep an eye out for the finer details, and 

get excited about the chance to win some awesome prizes! 

• Client Interviewing 

Effectively interviewing a client is one of the most 

vital skills for a future solicitor. Before you take on a 

legal matter it is critical that you have all the relevant 

information and the best way to do that is develop a 

relationship with your client. In a client interviewing 

competition you will participate in a mock interview and 

be judged on your ability to draw out all the relevant 

information from the client, assess the legal issues in 

their problem, and suggest the most effective courses 

of action.

• Negotiation Skills 

This academic competition will provide a simulated 

negotiation scenario where competitors must 

pursue the best outcomes given certain facts and 

circumstances.

• Mooting 

This academic competition consists of a controlled 

simulation of court procedures. Mooting is the 

perfect opportunity for law students to experience 

presenting a legal argument before the courts.
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Congratulations on making it to Law School!  

You are finally here after so many years of high school or so many years pursuing another 

career. This is the start of an exciting journey that will your dedication, commitment and 

passion (and a few late-night study sessions).  

A driving force behind your success at university will often be your motivations for studying 

law. At times when you are pushing your way through specific topics and assignments 

that don’t seem at all relevant to what you want to actually do, it is a comforting thought 

that completing each of these individual aspects progresses you towards completing your 

degree.  

We hope we don’t sound like we are preaching to the choir, but we thought it would be 

appropriate at the start of your law degree to provide some context to the benefits of 

studying law.

The knowledge
By studying law you will gain an intimate knowledge of how our legal system governs people, 

how the law constrains our rights and freedoms for better or worse. Along with this comes 

the capacity to shape our society by working towards justice and equality for all. It also 

means that you are informed when making important decisions yourself. 

The challenge

The career

Studying law is intellectually challenging. Reading cases, conducting researching, and 

analysing problem questions all require a unique approach and mindset that will become 

familiar to you as a law student. 

The skills and analytical mindset that is gained from studying law enables you to follow a 

number of different career paths – you don’t have to become a lawyer. Maybe a politician? 

Advocate? Compliance and Policy Officer? 



Textbooks 
(are expensive!)
As a first year student, you have many years ahead of you 

studying law at UNE, which means that you are going to 

spend a whole lot of money on textbooks so make sure you 

shop around.  

To find out what textbooks you require for a particular 

unit, visit the UNE Unit Catalogue. At the bottom of this 

site the unit’s prescribed and recommended materials are 

listed. Prescribed equals prescribed, something that is 

absolutely required. 

Recommended equals recommended, not necessarily 

required but it could be a good resource to have. 

There are a number of ways that you can purchase your 

textbooks – make sure you shop around! 

• Buy Second Hand 

There are a number of platforms that are a marketplace for second hand textbooks (including the UNE LSS Buy, Swap, 

Sell Facebook Group). Just make sure that it’s the right edition and determine whether postage is included in the 

advertised price.

• Buy From The Publisher 

If you are hunting for the best price, make sure you check the Publisher’s website for clearance sales and run-out 

items.

• Buy From A Wholesaler 

Wholesale often means discounts because of bulk-buying capacity and economies of scale. An added benefit of 

wholesalers is that often there are ‘buy now, pay later’ terms offered (services such as AfterPay)– which is great if you 

end up cash-strapped heading into the start of the trimester.



Imposters 
Syndrome

Studying law can sometimes feel so hard, but really it is just 

different. Imposter’s syndrome is a term used to describe the 

anxiety and self-doubt that sometimes consumes students 

and professionals alike. Studying law is different; with complex 

terminology, so much reading, and sometimes not so much logic 

the easier option might seem to give up. But don’t let thoughts of 

failure keep you down. You have to be the Little Engine That Could 

– “I think I can, I think I can”. 

A 2009 study undertaken by the University of Sydney presents 

some sobering statistics about law students: 

• 21.9% of law students reported high levels of distress.

• 46.9% of law students reported that they experienced 

depression.

Always be mindful about your mental health and wellbeing as you progress through your studies. If you need some 

help or just want to talk about how you are feeling, know that there are a variety of support mechanisms that you can 

utilise. A good resource to consult is the Australian Law Students’ Association Wellbeing Guide. 

• UNE Counselling – 6773 2897

• Lifeline – 13 11 14

• Beyond Blue – 1300 22 4636

Courting the Blues: Attitudes towards depression in Australian law students and legal practitioners – N Kelk (2009)



Marking Criteria  

For all assessments make sure that you stick to the marking 

criteria, and address every aspect worth marks in your 

answer. Otherwise you are writing irrelevant stuff for the fun 

of it – and studying law isn’t that fun. 

Don’t Know? Just Ask!  

Whether you are a high school leaver, in your final year, or a 

masters student – no-one has all the answers, so just ask! 

There are plenty of different support services to help you, 

including your fellow students.

IRAC  

All legal writing should be concise, and straight to the point. 

Most lecturers encourage the use of the IRAC method, 

requiring you to address the following aspects in your writing: 

Issues, Rules, Application, Conclusion.  

You’ll get to know this very well, very soon, and will be a pro 

once you have finished your degree.

Attending Exams  

You can’t control what is in the exam, but you can control how 

well prepared you are on the day. Make sure that you arrive 

early, and prepare for all conditions – water if the exam 

location is too hot, a jumper if it is too cold, etc

Get To Know Your Fellow Students  

It does not matter if you are on studying campus or online. 

The people you are around physically or in cyberspace will be 

along the same journey for the next few years. Why not make 

some connections and life long friends along the way? 

Keep Your Mind Fresh  

Eat Healthy. Read. Exercise. Meditate. Interact with others. And most 

importantly, SLEEP. 

Exam Responses Imagine the Setting 

An academic rustling through a gazillion exam papers trying to meet a 

deadline for the release of final results.  

Don’t give your exam marker a bad first impression; make sure your exam 

responses have a logical flow, answer the question asked (and you’re your 

response covers all relevant aspects), and that your writing is as neat and 

tidy as can be under the circumstances.

Reading  

You should learn to love the act of reading cases. Not just skimming through 

them for a quick answer, but actively reading them, slowly and thoroughly. If 

you learn to love this activity, then you will naturally end up loving all aspects 

of law (in theory or practice), and as an added bonus you will become pretty 

awesome at it too.

Penalties  

Assessments for units run through the UNE School of Law must adhere to the 

School’s prescribed style and formatting requirements  

(unless directed otherwise by your lecturer or unit coordinator). Word limits 

for assessments are generally strictly applied, with a penalty incurred 

for breaching the assigned limit. The School of Law has a late submission 

penalty of 5% per day. Don’t do yourself a disservice by incurring such 

penalties, because they definitely add up and can have a huge impact on your 

final assessment mark and unit grade!

Thankyou to all members who provided their suggestions and insights for 

this general advice section!

General 
Advice



Law Skills 
Hub

Resources are available for:

Study Skills – general

Reading for Law

Writing for Law

Legal Research

Referencing for Law

Sample Law Assignments

Examinations for Law

Useful Resources

Law School Essential Information

The Law Skills Hub is accessible to all students on all 

Law units’ Moodle sites – left menu block, see screen 

shot below.

Students should have direct access to the site, or on first 

opening it may need to hit the ‘self-enrol’ button the first time 

only.

Students will also have access via MyStudy, the School of Law 

Community site and the ASO site.

Please familiarise yourself with the resources site so that you 

know what online help is available.



AskUNE  

The first point of call for any questions or enquiries is AskUNE. 

The online Customer Help Portal lists answers to frequently 

asked questions, and provides a simple form for submitting 

specific enquiries to the University. The good thing about 

submitting a question to AskUNE is that the response you get is 

in writing, and can be trusted as the ‘official word’. 

Moodle  

The customised learning platform used by UNE is Moodle. The 

platform allows online delivery of course materials, is used 

to collect assessments and student feedback, and enables 

communication through forums. A number of different 

platforms are integrated into Moodle, including the following: 

Echo360 

Echo60 is the lecture recording software used by UNE. Within 

all unit Moodle pages there is a link to the Echo360 platform. 

You can watch lectures online through this website, or you can 

download and save the recordings as files to be watched later 

– its up to you.

UNE101
Online learning environment

Adobe Connect 

This service is used to facilitate live, online classes or tutorial 

sessions. Students attending online Adobe Connect sessions 

should ensure that their internet connection and hardware 

capabilities are sufficient. Furthermore, students should invest 

in an appropriate headset or microphone to make the best use of 

these sessions (typing away furiously to be a part of a n ongoing 

discussion gets old really quick).

TurnItIn 

This is an online plagiarism checking service. When you submit 

your assignments through the Moodle submission page, your 

assignment is checked against other assignment submissions 

and online resources. The higher the TurnItIn score the greater the 

likelihood of plagiarism and/or academic misconduct.

Studiosity  

This academic support service allows students to make 

general enquiries about their work, with general (non-

discipline specific) feedback provided about academic writing, 

research and referencing. Students can submit their work for 

feedback with a 24 hour turnaround (how good is that!). 



You are a law student. It probably comes as no surprise that 

just about everything you do while a student at UNE is governed 

or influenced by a policy or procedure. All UNE policies and 

procedures are accessible through the UNE Master Policy 

List, but also look at the UNE School of Law website and the 

UNE School of Law Essential Guide to Studying Law to inform 

yourself about the customs and practices of the School of Law. 

Listed below are notable policies and procedures:

• Academic Assessment Appeals Policy & 

Procedures

• Assessment Rule & Procedures

• Online Learning Resources Rule & Procedures

• Social Media Policy

• Student (Related) Grievance Handling Policy & 

Procedures

• Student Behaviour Misconduct Rules

• Student Coursework Academic Misconduct 

Rule & Procedures

UNE101

Policies and Procedures

Student Support 
Services

Information Technology Directorate 

 

All UNE students are provided access to Sophos 

Antivirus, the Office 365 Suite, and Skype for Business as 

part of their enrolment. Access such software and other 

useful resources here:  

https://www.une.edu.au/current-students/support/it-

services. 

 

ITD provides students with technology customer support. 

If you have any tech issues contact ITD on 1800 763 040 or 

via the service portal http://une.service-now.com/sp_it.  

ITD service announcements and interruption notices 

are made via the blog: https://blog.une.edu.au/

serviceannounce/category/itd-announcements



Academic Skills Office  

The ASO operates out of the ground floor of the Dixson Library. 

The ASO can provide help with planning, writing and assignment 

referencing. The ASO also prepares fact sheets for study tips 

and referencing, hosts seminars throughout the year to support 

and develop students’ study skills, and facilitates the tUNEup 

program for newly starting students.

ASO Website: https://www.une.edu.au/current-students/

resources/academic-skills

Student Support  

Student Support is the main contact point for accessing UNE 

services and programs. By contacting Student Support on 

6773 2000, or visiting the Western Wing of the TC Lamble 

Building you are able to access the following departments/

services: Career Development, Counselling, The Elite Athlete 

Program, The Special Needs Office, The New England Award, 

Scholarships & Prizes. 

First Year Advisors  

First Year Advisors are discipline specific academic staff that 

help first year students come to grips with the required skills 

for success in their studies, including time management, 

writing and researching, and referencing. The First Year 

Advisor for Law is Nola Holmes. If you are on-campus you 

can contact Nola via email (nola.holmes@une.edu.au) phone 

(6773 2181), or by dropping into her office in the School of Law 

in W38, Room 31.  Distance students can access academic 

skills support from the Online Student First Year Advisor 

Helen Patterson via email (helen.patterson@une.edu.au) or 

Academic Support Moodle Site.

Library Services  

UNE has two physical libraries: Dixson Library and the UNE 

Law Library. Both libraries provide access to study areas, 

computers, printing facilities and a variety of physical 

materials and resources. The UNE Law Library houses 

specific law resources, and holds UNE School of Law Reserve 

items.

Printing / Scanning / Photocopying 

UNE libraries provide access to Multifunction Devices that 

enable printi ng, photocopying and scanning. Students can 

print using UNE server connected computers or online 

(http://myprints.ad.une.edu.au/PrintMyDocument/) while 

signed into their student account. Students then use their 

student card to sign into the Multifunction Device when they 

are able to collect the printing. Photocopying and Scanning 

is completed by signing into the Multifunction Device and 

following relevant prompts. Scanning is free, printing is 

charged. Please see the Library for more information. 

Reserve Items 

The UNE Law Library holds copies of prescribed materials 

for law units, which can be checked out by students for a very 

limited time. Additionally, online students can request scans of 

such materials (although limited under copyright).

Law LibGuide 

The UNE Library has curated a law subject guide website that 

provides a structured outline of various information resources 

available to UNE students (http://une.au.libguides.com/law). 

The Law LibGuide also provides helpful guidance and tutorials 

to support and develop students’ research skills.

Student Support 
Services



We will return your enquiry as soon as possible - just 

let us know how you would like us to respond (via email, 

phone or Skype).

Careers’ Law Students Handbook

Careers have put together a resource just for Law Students 

and you can find it in the Careers Online Moodle unit in 

myUNE—The Law Students Career Path Handbook. Take 

some time to look through the information.

UNE Careers

A ‘drop in’ service is available in-person, phone or email 

for all your careers questions. Our office is located in 

Dixson Library on the ground floor.

Monday, Wednesday and Friday 9am to 1pm  

Tuesday and Thursday 1pm to 4pm 

If you are not on-campus you can phone us on 02 6773 

2000 or send your career enquiry via AskUNE – attention 

‘Careers’. 

What will your Degree bring you?

UNE Careers is the path to your future.
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